
Navigazione Isole Borromee Lago Maggiore
Navigazione pubblica non di linea

info@isolelagomaggiore.com
www.isolelagomaggiore.com

@isoleborromeelagomaggiore

Accepted Cards: NAVIGAZIONE
ISOLE LAGO MAGGIORE

FAMILY OFFER*

2 ADULTS +
2 BABY

0-23 MONTHS

€ 35,00

TICKET PRICE

CHILDREN
0-12 YEARS

€ 5,00

Gps Audio Guide

Departure from

ISOLINO

Enjoy your day discovering the three Borromean Islands.
Isola Bella first stop with its magnificient palace and 

garden, Isola Pescatori the perfect  place for tasting local 
products and shopping and last stop Isola Madre with 

botanical garden.

ISOLINO
ISLANDS TOUR
www.isolelagomaggiore.com

THREE BORROMEAN
ISLANDS BOAT TOUR

+39 348 5138441

9:30

BOOKING VIA THE
“CAMPING ISOLINO” APP

- Departure from Isolino Camping Pier at 9.30
- Arrival to Isola Bella at about 9.45
Possibility of visiting the Borromeo Palace and its grandiose baroque 
Italian Gardens

- Boat cruise to Isola Pescatori at 11.45
Free time to explore the ancient village on the most picturesque 
“island of fishermens” and get back in its charming history. 

- Boat cruise to Isola Madre at 14.15. Possibility to visit the English
botanical garden or free time to take a swim in the beautiful waters
of Lake Maggiore

- Return on boat cruise at 16.00
- Arrival to Isolino Camping Pier at 16.15

N.B. The entrance to the palaces and gardens of Isola Bella and Madre is on payment

ATTENTION! Landing fee € 0,50 each 
person (from 6 years), each island.

To be pay only cash, on board

TICKET PRICE

ADULTS

€ 17,50

In order to grant you more comfort during the navigation, big buggies will not be accepted and maximum 3 dogs 
will be accepted on board. The excursion will take place if the minimum number of partecipants adults has been 
reached and the lake/weather conditions are good. 
In case the minimum number will not be reached and/or the weather conditions will be so bad to hinder the 
navigation, the excursion won’t take place and the company will refund you the ticket.
Important! We kindly ask you to respect departure times.
Aªer 5 minutes delay the reservation will be automatically cancelled and no refound is possible. 
Departure and arrival times may be subject to change. Any anomaly or incongruity regarding the reservation (like 
the age or the final number of partecipants) will verified at the departure. In case of wrong reservation the 
company will reserve the right to modify/cancel the  be reservation. 
The Borromean Islands is not included in the price, it can be bought on board (by cash or also by card).
*every extra adult pays: 17,50 €; every extra child between 0-12 pays: 5,00€

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

EVERY
MONDAY & 
THURSDAY
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